
Crafted with the latest cutting-edge DVB-T2 technology, AVerTV Nova T2+C is among one of the 
most powerful TV tuner cards available today. An HD TV tuner card with PCI-E interface, 
AverTV Nova T2+C embodies a comprehensive PCTV solution for watching digital TV. Moreover, 
it supports MPEG-2, MPEG-4, and H.264 HDTV formats up to 1080p/720p, rendering its full HD 
TV display crystalline and crisp.

Other notable features of AVerTV Nova T2+C include its schedule recording and wake-up 
recording capabilities, the built-in electronic program guide (EPG), and the time-shifting func-
tion. Moreover, it also offers full third-party support with ProgDVB, the universally popular 
software for watching DVB TV.    

Best of all, AVerTV Nova T2+C comes equipped with its own mobile application: HomeFree TV. 
Created exclusively for the AVerTV product line, the app is compatible with both Android and 
iOS. Enhance wireless TV-watching through the convenience of your mobile device, anywhere 
and anytime. More than one device can be connected onto the app, allowing you and your 
family or friends to enjoy simultaneous viewings! 
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Intuitive User Interface and 3D Display Mode
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With frequently-used buttons located on the toolbar, the intuitive user interface allows 
you to switch channels or adjust volume as easily as any TV. For optimal 3DTV viewing 
experience, view 3DTV with NVIDIA 3D Vision Kit.

Exclusive Color Enhancement
The color enhancement feature adjusts video quality while displaying each hue with 
sharp vividness. De-interlacing with a smooth edge option produces high video quality 
without depleting CPU resources.

Exclusive Mobile App
Enhance your viewing experience with HomeFree TV, the mobile app created exclusively 
for AVerTV. Connect up to 5 devices per card and view any show from your phone or tablet. 
Channels can also be keyed into the device or selected from the menu for more options.
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At A Glance

Package Included

․Wireless TV-watching app for mobile devices (iOS- 
and Android-compatible)

․Worldwide Access, DVB-T, DVB-T2, and DVB-C
․Various A/V Devices Support
․Support HDTV H.264 / MPEG-2/ MPEG-4 formats up to 1080p
․Direct iPad/ iPhone/ iPod format recording 
․Displays live 3D TV 
․Supports ProgDVB
․Real-time recording to H.264 codec
․Teletext / TimeShift / EPG (Electronic Program Guide)
․Schedule Recording
․Compatible with Windows® 8.1

Specifications
․Input
 - 75Ω TV Antenna
 - S-Video & Composite (RCA)

․AVerTV Nova T2+C (weight: 53.5g)
․Remote control (batteries included)
․DVB-T antenna
․S-Video /Composite/ Remote Sensor 3-in-1 cable
․Infrared Sensor Cable
․Quick installation guide
․Note: Actual accessories may vary depending upon the 

country of purchase.

System Requirements

․For Live TV Viewing
 - Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0GHz
 - Intel® Atom™ 1.6GHz
․For MPEG-2 Recording and TimeShifting
 - Intel® Pentium® 4 3.0GHz
 - AMD Athlon™ XP 3200+ 
 - Intel® Pentium® Mobile 2.0GHz AMD equivalent (laptop)
․For H.264 HDTV Viewing
 - Intel® Core™2 Duo 2.4GHz
 - AMD Athlon™ X2 2.8GHz
․For Live 3DTV Viewing
 - Intel® Core™ 2 Duo or AMD Athlon X2 or above
․VGA card supports DirectX 9.0c and HD DXVA*
․256 MB of memory or above
․PCI-E Slot
․Sound Card
․Windows® 8.1 / 8 / 7 / XP (32/64-Bit)

* With VGA card supporting HD DXVA, the CPU requirement for H.264 
HDTV viewing can be lowered to Intel® Pentium® 4 3.0GHz. NVIDIA® 
GeForce® GT 240 or above is recommended for 3D-related functions.

Please visit AVerMedia website for the latest driver and application
at http://www.avermedia.com 
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